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EUGUTIVE SINMARY

L_INTRODUCTION

This report by. the Public Agenda Foundation for the National Academy of

Engineering's Office of Public Awareness presents an analysis .of public

and leadership opinion survey data about engineering and technology over

the past ten to fifteen years. It is the most comprehensive examination

of public attitudes toward technology and engineering, and of the

implications of views about specific issues related. to those general

subjects, that has yet been compiled.

The data in this report comes from three sources: the archives of the

Roper Data Center at the University of Connedticut, The National Science

Foundation's volumes of Social Indicats, and proprietarydata provided

to the Public Agenda, for the Academy's use, by AT&T.

The volume itself is organized thematically, into sections.. Within each

section, "Detailed Observations" provide further analytic interpretation.

Written analysis and interpretations are interspersed with tabular

material that generally presents data in chronological order to support

those conclusions. Though less plentiful than public opinion data,

leadership attitudes have been included whenever relevant data was

available.

Finally, we should emphasize that while the analysis centers on

engineering and technology, the reader should recognize that many

questionnaire items aak about "science and technology." Whenever

possible, we differentiate between those two concepts and limit our

interpretations to those data that are of greatest importance to the

Academy, its Office of Public Awareness, and its interest in exploring

the possible development of a nonpartisan, public information and

education campaign.
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II. SUKKKRY OF FINDINGS

,This report- preSents thirty-five distinct findings, grouped by subjects,

into eight broad thematic areas of interest to the Academy. The summary

below merelyhighlights the Rey findings from those eight sections.

Section The_FUblic's erception of:Engineers

The engineering profession is well regarded by the American

people. The public believes that professional standards are high and that

engineers are generally 'competent and ethical. However, there is some

evidence that public esteem for the profession, though still

comparatively excellent, has slipped in the past two or three years.

Section 2: Technology and the United States: Its Importance
and Where We Stand

The public believes that technology is vital both to the

economic prosperity of the United States and in sustaining the influence

of this country worldwide. At the same time, people do not seontaneously

include technology when asked, for example, to list fhe most important

factors that contribute to American prosp,rity. While the U.S. is viewed

as a world leader in technology, large numbers of Americans feel that

other countries are "catching up." Government leaders rank the

development of new technology as the nation's most important economic

goal, and leaders in the area of science and technology policy say that

this country should seek to lead the world of basic research.
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Section 3. Perceived Quality of U.S. vs. Foreign Products

The public expresses concern about the quality of American-made

products. Many people say, for example, that foreign cars are of better

quality than those built in the 1.1.5; and foreign cars are increasingly

felt to be better in specific ways: in the quality of workmanship and

freedom from repairs and in proViding better gas mileage. In fact, large

numbers of Americans say they will buy an American-:made car because it is

huilt in this_country, not because it is of higher quality or of better

value. Importantly, however, the public does not believe that the

comparatively poor quality of U.S. products is due to poor engineering or

inadequate technology; rather the public cites other factors, including

deficiencies in the management of American companies, labor costs, and

the subsidies provided by foreign governments.

Section 4: Technological Development and Protectionism

Americans generally say that trade with Japan is "harmful" to

the U.S. economy. Yet most people tend to re_ect protectionist measures

as a remedy, favoring modernization and increased investment in

technological research and engineering as solutions to America's

difficulty in competing internationally.

Section 5:_Technologi al Investment and Business

People favor business investment in technological research and

devslopment and say this is an appropriate use of business profits. Large

numbers of Americans believe that businesses put too high a priority on

executive bonuses and "perks," and, as a result, people feel that

companies do not invest enough of their profits in essential research and

,development.
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Sect on 6: Teo oio the Federal Government

Americans favor government support for technological R&D and say

that past government expenditures in this area have "paid off." In fact,

a majority favors increased government support of research, particularly

at the college and university level. Government leaders tend to reject

any national policy to restrict high technology exports, but large

numbers among them say that there should be some restrictions in this

area.

Section 7::rechnologYL_SDI, an4 Space Exploration

Americans generally support the development of the Strategic

Defense Initiative (SDI or "Star Wars"), but support is thin, and may

reflect confidence in the President and his judgment more than enthusiasm

for the idea itself. If this interpretation is correct, public opinion is

potentially volatile in this area.

The public's continuing support for the space program, ho- ver,

is clear, in spite of the recent tragedy with the space shuttle. Most

people say the accident was probably caused by an engineering or

technological flaw, yet even this did not shake public confidence in

science and technology.

Section 8: Views of Technology

Part Technolo a General_ Impact

Americans have great faith that technology can solve pressing

national problems and they believe that technology has generally improved

the quality of life. At the same time, people are aware of at least some

9
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of the risks, and their positive view of technology is not based on what
might be called "blind optimism."

Pa _Tee ogy's Impact on Jobs

In the workplace, people say technology has made many jobs safer

and increased producttvity; but Americans are uncertain whether

technology creates more jobs than it takes away. In spite of their

unease, however, people oppose laws that would limit the ability of

business to make technological changes in the workplace
.

a al Control of Tegffglaggig

About the desirability of controls over technology, public

opinion is distinctly mixed. People oppose controls that would restrict

the development of useful new technology, yet they are concerned about

new threats to public safety.

Pa ' Pub d PotentIal for Involvement

The public moderately interested in scientific and

technological matters, and feels that their basic understanding of these

issues is "adequate.- Further, people say that scientific and

technological development is an area where they do not have enough

information to make informed judgments or decisions.

These tentative conclusions or "findings" are built upon a wealth of

detail which is summarized in the pages that follow and suppor ed by data

that is excerpted there.

10
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$ECT ON 1: THE _-LLIC'S PEICEPTION OF GINE

6

The engineering profession is well regarded by the American people.

The public believes that professional standards are high and that engineers

are generally competent and ethical. However, there is some evidence

suggesting that public esteem for the profession, though still excellent, has

slipped in the past two or three years.
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FINDING #1

A STRONG MAJORITY OF AMERICANS EXPRESS HIGH REGARD FOR ENGINEERS AND YEE
ENGINEERING PROFESSION. HOWEVER, EVIDENCE SUGGESTS PUBLIC REGARD FOR THE
PROFESSION MAY HAVE SLIPPED IN RECENT

Detailed Observation

Engineering is consistently ranked very high as a recommended career.

TABLE #1-1

"ppg_yymetoouforadviceSucsinaounr on choosin
or career. What kind of work or career would ou recommend?"

Computers
Medicine
Business
Engineering
Skilled work a_
Electronics
Law
Military
Teaching
Accounting
Sales
Auto mechanics
Politics
All others
No opinion

_a- 1985

39

17
13
12
12
11
9

6

5

5

2

2

90

30

ne of_work

NOTE: Adds to more than 100% due to multiple responses. First and second
choices were combined.

Source: Gallup, May 198" national, n 1528.
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"I am going tc 80ff a number of different occu ations.
would ou tell mewheth ou feel It is an great
prestige, conqidera4le_prestige, some prestige or hardly any prestige at
all?"

For each

Oct. 1977

Very Great Considerable Some Hardly Any No

Scientist 66 25 6 1 2

Doctor tl 29 7 1 2

Minister 41 32 21 5

Lawyer 36 37 20 5 2

Engineer 34 43 21 2

Teacher 29 36 27 6 2

Athlete 26 32 32 8 2

Artist 21 37 32 9 1

Businessman 18 42 34 4 2

Entertainer 18 32 38 10 2

Politician 17 25 34 22 2

Journalist 17 43 33 5 2

Banker 17 39 34 8 2

Skilled Worker 15 35 35 13 2

Salesman 6 19 43 31

Source: Harris, Oct. 1977, national, n 1520.
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"Suppose
Which of these occu ations would ou most_ like to g2_into?

TABLE #1-3

you were_ in your earl

9

twenties_and starting o t on a career.

March 1983
0

Computer programmer 22

Nurse 14

Teacher 11

Electronics engineer 9

Doctor 8

Social worker 8

Carpenter 7

Lawyer 7

Forest ranger 6

Musician 5

Airline pilot 4

Corporation executive 4

Long distance truck driver

TV (television reporter)

Policeman

Production line worker riveter,
assembler, drill press operator,
etc.)

None of them

Don't know

1

NOTE: Adds to more than 100% due to multiple responses.

Sour e: Roper Organization, March 1983, national, 2000.

14
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Detailed Observation

While no differences were found among people of different age, sex,
educational level, region cr income, there is evidence that the profession's
status may have dropped slightly In recent years.

TABLE *1-4

"I am now going to read ou a list of ob- and rofessioris for each one I

mention lease choose the sta-ement _that best gives your own Rersona1
oiinion of the prestige or general standing that such a _ob has..."

...En neer"

Sept.
1976

July/Aug.
1974

May
1972

Excellent 30 42 40

Good 47 44 43

Average 16 11 13

Below Average 1 1

Poor

No Opinion 6 2

Less than .05%

Source: Opinion Research Corporation for the National Science Foundation.
national, (Sept.. 1976: n 210 July/Aug. 1974: n 2074); (May
1972: n 2209).

1 5
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#1-5

Q: "Suppose a young man came to you and asked your opinion about taking up a
profession. Assuming that he was qualified to enter ny of these
Professions, which one of them would pu first recommend _to him?"

Oct 197_

Total Sample_ Those nder 0 Years

Doctor 28 Doctor 25

Lawyer 14 Lawyer 20

Engineer-builder 13 Engineer-builder 4

ProfesSor-teacher 10 Professor-teacher 14

Business executive 10 Business executive 9

Dentist 7 Dentist

Clergyman Government career

Government career 5 Banker 2

Banker 2 Clergyman

Other, none, don't know 4 Other, none, n't know

Source: Gallup, Oct. 1973, nat onal, n 1576. (Sample size for the Under 30
Group is unknown.)

3 6
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Detailed Observation_

As for honesty and ethical standards, most people consistently rank engineers
as "high" or "average." One study found only clergymen and doctors to have
higher ratings.

TABLE #176

"Ho- -ould -ou -ate the hones and ethical standards eo these
kh, averages low, or very low?_"

.Engineers"

.July
1981

July June
1977 1976

.
July May
1985 1983

Very high 11 7 9 8 10

High 42 38 39 41 40

Average 37 39 35 46 45

Low 3 2 4 4 3

Very low 1 1 2 1

NOTE:

No opinion 7 13

ess than percent

12

Source: Gallup, national, (July 1985: n 1536); (May 1983 n 1534);
(July 1981: n - 1564); (July 1977: n 1516 ); (June 1976: n
1524).

1 7
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TABLE 7

Q: "How would you rate the honest and ethical standards of eo'le in these
different fields -- very hight_highi_aversga, low or very_o

Aug. 1977
Very High/

High Average
Very Low/ No

Low Opinion

Clergymen 62 30 6 2

Medical doctors 51 38 10 1

Engineers 46 43 5 6

C011ege teachers 43 43 8 6

Bankers 39 50 9 2

Policemen 37 50 12 1

.Journal: sts 34 48 15 3

Lawyers 26 43 27 4

Undertakers 26 51 17 6

Senators 19 52 26 3

Business executives 19 60 18 3

Building contractors 18 53 26 3

Congressmen 16 47 35 2

Realto 14 51 31 4

Insurance salesman 15 55 27

Local officeholders 14 47 36

Labor union leaders 13 36 47

State office-holders 12 44 41

Advertising practitioners 10 44 43

Car salesmen 8 40 48

Source: Gallup, Aug. 1977, national, n 1500.

18
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Detail d Obse ation

On technical and scientific issues of great importance, the public ranks
scientists and engineers specializing in the subject as the most qualified to
decide the issue. Yet people do not place blind faith in ekperts, but rather
express what might be seen as a healthy skepticism About what experts say.

Q:

TAME

"Let's suppose that an electric utility company wants to build a nuclear
power plant in a particular town or country, but a group of local
citizens who live there are afraid it might be dangerous and organize to
stop its construction. In a case of conflict like this which one of the
rou s listed on this card do ou think would b

the issue?"

Oct. 1979

Best Qualified*

A group of scientists and engineers Who specialize in this area 67

The citizens of the community voting in a referendum

A Federal regulatory agency or commission

The utility company that will operate the plant

Local government offi ials

The governor and the state legislature

The courts

The President and Congress

Don't know

* Percentages do not add up to 100% because first and second choice
percentages were combined.

44

32

20

15

9

5

Source: Institute for Survey Research, Temple University, for the National
Science Foundation, Oct. 1979, national, n 1635.
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TABLE #1-9

Q: "Let's suppose that one group of scientists wants to send radio messages
into deep space to try to communicate with other civilizations, but
another group of scientists believe that this could lead to conquest of
our civilization by more advanced groups that might receive the signal. In
a case -f conflict like_this which of the rau.s listed on his card do
you thin% would be hest_q_142214fied to decide the issue

Oct_1979

Best Oualified*

A group of scientists and engineers who specialize in this area 70

Administrators of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 66

The President and Congress 16

The citizens of the country voting in a referendum 15

The United Nations

The governor and the state _legislature

Local government officials

The courts

Don't know

15

3

3

3

10

* Percentages do not add up to 100% because first and second choice
percentages were combined.

Source: Institute for Survey Research, Temple University for the National
Science Foundation, Oct. 1979, n ... 1635.

TABLE 110

"Do you agree or disagree with the following statement:
what the ex erts like scientists and technical eo
what they say isn't right.

Agree 42
Disagree 48
Not Sure 10

'You trust
sa because o -ten

Source: NBC Ne Associated Press, April/May 1979, national, 1600.
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SECTION 2: THE U.S.

16

0 ITS IMPORTANCE AND IE WE ST

The public believes that technology is vital both to the economic

prosperity of the United States and in sustaining the influence of this

country worldwide. At the same time, people do not spontaneously include

technology when asked, for example, to list the most important factors that

contribute to American prosperity. While thelU.S. is viewed as a world leader

in technology, large numbers of Americans feel that other countries are

"catehing up." Government leaders rank the development of hew technology as

the nation's most important economic goal, and leaders in the area of science

and technology policy say that this country should seek to lead the world in

basic research.

21
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FINDING #2

MOST AMBRICANS CONSIDER TECHNOLOGY TO BE VITAL TO OUR PROSPERIIY
IN THE WORLD.

CE

Detailed Observation

The pUblic consistently ranks 'scientific research" and "industrial know-how"
as major factors that continue to make America great. Although "technological
genius" ranks lower on the list, a solid majority saya it is vital too.

TABLE 2-1

Now I'm going to read you some things some
America ,greet. Looking eheed to the next 25

people believe have made
years,for each item I read

in continuin to maketell me'if ou think it will be a ma or factor
America great, a minor factor or hard1L2,114,q2I_Rt_a117*

1979 1977 1975 1973

%

Scientific research 89 91 NA NA

Industrial know-how 80 80 86(1) 87(1)

Rich natural resources 79 77 79 65

Democracy as its political system 74 72 NA NA

Skill at organizing production 74 71 NA NA

Technological genius 73 78 NA NA

Free, unlimited education for all qualified 67 75 75 78

Deep religious beliefs 57 61 NA NA

People of different racial and
religious backgrounds NA NA 58 57

* The wording in 1973 and 1975 was "Looking ahead to the next 10 years."

(1) The wording in 1973 and 1975 was "Indu trial know-how and scientific
progress."

Source: Harris, national, (1979: n . 1514
1519); (1973: n 1513).

22

(1977: n - 1498); (1975: n
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Detailed_Obsetvation

Additionally, the pUblic sees scientific research and technological
development as necessary to maintain economic prosperity and increase U.S.
productivi

TABLE #2-2

ou aree that scientif c research and technolo ical devel ment (read
list ) or don't you agree?"

Nov._1977

...Are necessary to keep the .

Agree
bon't
Agree

Not
Sure

%

country prosperous." 92 4 4

"...Are the main factors in
increasing productivity." 69 16 15

Sour e: Harris, Nov. 1977, national, n 1520.
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Detailed Observation

Finally. °technological know-how° ranks first in factors that contribute most
to U.S. influence in the world.

TAB #273

°EelrgAsl.ye _different reasons to ex 1 in the d-

United States_has in the world. Of the thin s 1____ed on thIs _card
two do you thir* contribute the motto U.S. influence in the world?'

ree of influence the

(Percentages of fIrst and second responses are combined)

Oct. 1979

1. Our technological know-how 45

2. Our form of government 41

3. Our economic system 26

4. Our scientific creativity 22

5. Our natural resources 19

6. Our religious heritage 15

7. Our educational system 14

The racial and ethnic mixture
of our population 10

Source: Institute for Survey Research, Temple University for the National
ScIence_ Foundation, Oct. 1979, national, n 1635.

24
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Detailed Observation

A large majority says it is very important that America be a leader in
"scientific growth and development". In part, this perception rests on the
view that the world depends on U.S. industrial know-how, technology, and
scientific research.

TABLE #2-4

"How Im.ortant do ou think it Is that_the United States be a leader in
_wth and dev

too ortant or_not at all ortan

May 1979

Very important 74
Fairly important 19
Not too important 4
Not at all important 1
Don't know 3

aiTly_Ilmtant,_ not

Source: Roper Organization, March 19791 national, n 2004.

"Does

TABLE #2-_5

the rest ._.of he world de end on the United States lot 1i
or not at all for...

Nov. Dec. 1978

A Lot A Litle Not_At All
%'

...Developing industrial know-how." 74 19

.Technology." 67 24

.Scienttfic research." 65 27

Source: ABC Ne s Harris, Nov./Dec. 1978, national, n 1195.
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Detailed Observation_

However, policy leaders in science and technology are more likely to say that
America ghould lead the world in basic scientific research rather than applied
science and technology.

MOLE #2-6

"As a matter of national _le do ou think tht United States should
seek to be the leader in almost allareas of basic scientific research
(applied science and techno-_o or should we focus our efforts on only
aelected areas of basic reseaKeha-liedloyl?

"The U.S. should be a leader in all areas of.."

Nov. ec. 1981

"...Basic Scientific Research." 50

.Applied Science and Technology." 38

Source: Public Opinion Laboratory at Northern Illinois University, Nov./Dec.,
1981. Nongovernmental policy leaders in science ane. technology
(scientists, engineers, doctors, science journalists and other
professional leaders in science related areas from universities,
nonprofit institutions and industry), national, n 287.

26
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FINDING #

AT THE SAMS TIME, MOST AMEEICANS DO NOT SPONTANEOUSLY THIWK OF TECHNOLOGY OR
TECHNOLOGICAL KNOW-HOW AS ESSENTIAL FOR ECONOMIC PROSPKRITY AND GROWTH.
RATHER, IT APPEARS THEY NEED TO BE REMINDED OF TECHNOLOGY'S RELATIONSHIP TO
GROWTH.

When asked in an open-ended question (without being given a list of factors),
Americans most often cited 'political change/new leaders and "the development
of new industry° as the most important factors encouraging economic growth.
'Modern technology' received only a middle ranking. Yet when given a list of
possible factors, "the current state of American technology, know-how and
innovation° was ranked first.

TABLE #3-I

"What is enco a-in the econom- to ow?"
(Peo le answered tn their own words

Political change, new leaders

Development of new industry 10

President taking control/president has power to control inflation 7

Individual ambition to get ahead 7

Modern technology 3

High wages

Using alternative energy sources

People helping the economy grow - all other reasons mentioned 14

Government helping the economy grow - all other reasons mentioned 10

Business helping the economy grow - all other reasons mentioned 10

Don't know 62

Sept./Oct. 1979*

14

*Note: This question was asked to only those respondents who stated that
there are factors that encourage the economy to grow (29% of total
sample, n 580). Table percentages are for this subsample only.

Source: Roger Seasonwein Associates for. Union Carbide, Sept../Oct. 1979,
national, n - 2000.
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Q: "joing to read down a list of items. As I do, I want you to tell me
whether each one is helping the nation's economy grow, or holding back the
nation's economic growth, or is having very little effect on the nation's
economic growth, Is _ft your feeling thatthese items are helning_this
nation's economy_grow or holdin rowth _back or _not havin mudh_ of an
affect on the growth_of the nation's economy?"

The current state of American technolo know-how

Se t. Oct. 1979
Helps economic

growth
Holds down
_growth_

and innovation 63 13

Major corporations 43 33

The current level of productivity 34 37

Labor unions 28 49

The amount of taxes the average business pays 27 41

Environmental protection laws and regulations 25 41

The amount of taxes the average person pays 24 51

Government spending 20 62

Materials and products imported
from foreign nations 18 63

Governmental regulation
(other than evironmental laws) 14 51

The size of the federal government 12 54

The energy situation 8 81

inflation 5 86

Source: Roger Seasonwein Associates for Union C-rbide, Sept./Oct., 1979,
national, n - 2000.
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FINDING #4

THE PUBLIC FEELS THAT THE U.S. RAS THE LEAD ON OTHER COUNTRIES IN BASIC
SCIDTTIFIC RESEARCH AND APPLIED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. BUT MANY PEOPLE
CONTINUE TO FEEL THAT OTHER COUNTRIES ARE "CATCHING UP."

Detailed Obse' a

People increasingly say that America is ahead of other countries in the
development of high technology, a trend suggesting that many gay feel overall
U.S. competitiveness has rebounded and American companies are now better
positioned to compete effectively in international markets. However, other
data suggest that large numbers of Americans continue to feel that other
countries are "catching up" to the U.S. in the development of high technology.

TABLE

"Do you_think that America is_ahead of_othe
technolo com uters and information systems

n develop h h

Sprtrig

1985
Spring
1984

Fall Spring
1983 1983

Yes 65 56 58 55

No 27 40 37 37

Don't know 9 4 5 8

Source: Public Policy Analysis for the Los An ales Times (The New York Stock
Exchange and UCLA Graduate School of Management), Jan. 1985,
national, n 1014. (Sample 'sizes for, the other years were not
available).
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Q: "In the area of research and develo ent and h h technolo which of he
followin statements best describes how th UnIted States com ares with
nations such as Japan and an

Jan./Feb.
1985

Jan./Feb.
1984

The U.S. has the lead, and this lead is expanding 14 7

The U.S. has the lead now, but others are catching up 41 41

The U.S. and others are at the same level 16 19

The U.S. is behind others but is catching up 18 17

The U.S. is behind others and is falling further behind 7 11

Don't know 5 5

Source: Cambridge Reports, Inc., Jan./Feb. 1985, national, n 1430. The
Jan./Feb. 1984 survey also was national and approximated the 1985
sample size.

TABLE #4-3

sa that the United $tates is losIng its lead in_soience
an and German Do -ou think thIs is _true or not

U.S. is losing lead

_1981

48

U.S. is not losing lead 38

No opinion 14

Source: The Gallup Organization for the Charles F. Kettering Foundation, the
National Association of Elementary School Principles and the National
Association of Secondary School Principals, May 1981, national, n
1519.
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TAJ3LE

"Do y_RI4Ettl_hat U.S. technolo
to or not as ood as the techno

and

26

ow-_how_today _is better_ than e ual
tl

1981_
Better
than

Equal
to_

Not as
good as

Don't
Icnow

France." 70 16 4 10

"...West Germany." 45 34 12 9

"...The Soviet Union." 45 32 17 6

...Japan." 37 37 22 4

Source: Harris, May 1981, national, n 1250.
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GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS NOW RANK THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TECIUOLOCY AS OUR MOST
IMPORTANT ECONOMIC GOAL.

AAAA

Detailed Observation

Government offic als now feel that the development of new technology is the
most important economic goal for the nation.

TABLE #5-I

"Here is a list of sonieeconomc oals for the nation, Please
which you feel are the mos
time.

Government 0 ficials
1985 1984 1983
(Rank) (Rank) (Rank)

Developing new technology 1 4 6

Keeping down interest rates 2 1 2

Increasing international competitiveness 5 7

Creating new jobs 2 3

Increasing productivity 5 3 4

Source: Corporate Priorities Environmental Scan, Yankelovich, Skelly & White,
Inc. for AT&T, 1985. Government officials: national, n 118.
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FINDING #6

FOUR IN TEN SAY THE QUALITY OF U.S. EDUCATION CONTINUES TO HARM EFFORTS TO BE
A. WORLD TECHNOLOGICAL LEADER. ADDITIONALLY, LARGE NUMBERS CITE INSUFFICIENT
INVESTMENT IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AS A REASON FOR LOW PRODUCTIVITY. ASKED
WHAT AFFECTS (OR AFFECTED) AKERICA'S TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITY, A MAJORITY
NA_MED A NUMBER OF EVENTS, INCLUDING PROBLEMS IN THE AUTO INDUSTRY, BUT NOT
INCLUDING THE TRAINING OF U.S. ENGINEERS.

Detailed Observation

Many Americans feel that the current quality of American education continues
to harm U.S. efforts to be a world technological leader. And, as recently as
1983, a majority also said that insufficient funding for research and
development of new products and technology was partly responsible for
America's low productivity.

TABLE #6-1

"Is the current ual _of American
eosothe United States to maintain
leade if

Helping

(Both)

Harming

(Don't know

education hel n or harmin the
_tself as a world technological

Jan./Feb._1985

38

12

40

10

Source: Cambridge Reports, Inc., Jan./Feb. 1985, national, n 1430.
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TABLE #6-2

"It has been said that the U.S. lags behind some other countries such as
West Germany and Japan on productiv'ty--that is, the number of units of
products that are produced per employee. Here's a list of reasons that
have been given for lower productivity by American industry. (Card
shown.) Would oU read down that list_and for each tall me whether ou
think it is a ma or reason a minor reason or a not a reason for lower
productivity in the UtS..?...

ent on scientific research and develo ment of
pew products id technology. "

Major reason

April
_ 1983

April/May
1981

April/May
1980

20
> 52

19

> 47
19

> 47
Minor reason 32 28 28

Not a reason 40 41 37

Don't know 7 13 16

Source: Roper Organization, national, (Apr 1 1983: 2000;) (April/May
1981: n 1999); (April/May 1980: n 2009).
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Detailed_Observation

In terms of what affected America's technological capability, a majority named
a nuMber of events as causing our reputation to decline. The drop in American
productivity, the problems of the auto industry in competing with Japan, and
the defeat in Vietnam lead the list. However. Japan was not felt to be doing a
better job at training engineers and scientists.

TAIILE #6-3

"In recent years, a number of things have happened to the'
raised some doubts about our know-how and technological
each one of these thin s I'm -o n o read ou would -ou

think it was a ma or setback for ou
capability, a_ minor setback,____or hardly a set back?

U.S. which have
superiority. For
tell me whether
or technolo ical

May 1981
Major Minor Hardly A Not'

Setback Setback Setback Sure

The steady decline in productivity in
this country... .. . ... . . .... 64 24 4

The problems that the U.S. auto industry is having
competing with the Japanese 64 24 9

The U.S. defeat in Vietnam.. .. . . ... . 62 21 12 5

Japanese success in making high quality cameras,
radios, and TV sets, cars and other products .. .. 53 29 15

The failure of some of our helicopters in the
mission to free hostages in Iran 52 29 16

The lack of progress by American industry to
modernize its plants with high technology.. . . ... 52 30 13 5

The accident at the nuclear power power plant at

Three Mile Island 46 34 16

The decline of safety in many U.S.-made products.. 44 35 17 4

Source: Harris, May 1981, national, n 1250.
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TAB #6-4

"Think ri s'ecificall about the econo_ n how would ot rate the ob
Ja an is doin in the followin
_(4ould_yoli_say Japan_ do n abetter or
about the samel)"

March 1982

Japan Japan
is doing is doing About
a better a worse the Not

lob lob same sure

Utilizing a high concentration
of technology in their industries 55 6 32

TraInIng engineers and scie--_ ists 37 12 42 9

Source: Harris for Asaiti Shimbun, March 1982, nationa n 1599.
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The public express concern about the quality of American-made
products. Many people say, for example, that foreign cars are of better
quality than those built in the U.S; and foreign cars are increasingly felt to
be better in specific ways: in the quality of workmanship and freedom from
repairs and in providing better gas mileage. In fact, large numbers of
Americans say they will buy an American-made car because it is built in this
country, not because it is of higher quality or of better value. Importantly,

however, the public does not believe that the comparatively poor quality
U.S. products is due to poor engineering or inadequate technology; rather the
public cites other factors, including deficiencies in the management of
American companies, labor costs, and subsidies of foreign governments.

3 7
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FINDING #7

THE PUBLIC IS DTVIDED ABOUT WHETHER AMERICAN-MADE PRODUCTS (ESPECIALLY
AUTOMOBILES), ARE OF BETTER QUALITY THAN THOSE MADE OVERSEAS.

Detailed_Observation

Only one in four strongly believes that American-made products are of
generally higher quality than those manufactured elsewhere. People are
divided about the quality of American and foreign cars, especially those made
in Japan and Germany. Among the young and those in higher income brackets,
majorities say the quality of foreign cars is superior.

TABLE#7-1

Q: "For each of the statements which I will read to you, please tell me
whether youstrcriLy_Agste.,yg,_nostldisareeor strongly
disagree."

Strongly Agree

"...Products produced by American companies,
at home or abroad, are better quality" 25

Source: Corporate Pr orities Environmental Scan, Yankelovich, Skelly &
White, Inc. for AT&T, 1985, national, n 2424 (16 years or older,
including 99 college students living on campus
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TABLE #7-2

"Do ou think Ja.anese ca-s are better overall than American cars or no

MaY _1985

Yes better
No, not better
Don't know/No answer

35
50
15

Source: Associated Press/Media General, May 1985, national, n 1402.

TABU #7-3

11

"Let's talk about Japanese automo12,11cthe-
are usuall bette ualit than those made here or about ehe same or not
as_good quality_as_ those made here

May 1983

Better 35
Same 27
Not as good 26
Not su e _efused 12

Source: Los Angeles Times, May 1983, national, n 1395.

TABLE #7-4

"1 am going to read a lirt of products and industries. For each tell me
if you feel it is one for I/hich American brands are clearly better or it
is one for wh ch overseas brands are as ood or better..."

"...Automobiles"

May 1983

American best 48
Overseas as good or better 45
Don't know 7

Source: Gallup for Newsweek, May 1983, national, n 915.
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TAB ML#7-5

Q: "122m_think foreign cars are or are not better ade than
nufactured b U.S. com-an. s?"

an 1981

Foreign cars U.S. cars No
are better are_better difference o inion

Total Sample: 34 36 19 11

AKE:

18-34: 40 30 23 7

35-49: 38 35 21 6

50+: 24 43 14 19

Income:

Under 815K: 23 41 18 18

$15K-$25K: 35 _6 20 9

Over $25K: 46 31 18 5

Note: No significant differences were found by sex or region.

Source: Audits and Surveys for the Merit Report, Jan. 1981, national,
1200.

4 0
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Detailed Observation

Americans have long felt that foreign cars were superior in terms of economy
and gas mileage. However, increasing numbers now feel that foreign cars are
better in a number of respects related to bow they are engineered -- their
overall workmanship, riding comfort, and freedom from repairs.

TABLE *7-6

Q: "We would like to get your general impression of
American cars of more or less comparable size.
qualities or characteristic of cars and for

foreign cars versus
V.11 read off some

eaftIhm_y_g_Anh

June June June June

forei n ca s com a e with _

June June June June June June
'84 '83 '82 '81_ 'BO '79 '7.13. '17 '76 '75

Cas_Economy/Cood Mileage
Forei n cars are:
A lot/A
little better 74 76 71 72 73 70 61 68 60 66

Ridtng Comfort
Foreign cars are:
A lot/A
little b tter 23 20 14 16 13 14 10 10 10 10

Quality of Workmanship
Foreign cars are:
A lot/A
little better 55 58 51 46 44 41 35 30 31 32

Freedom from Repairs
Foreign cars are:
A lot/A
little better 36 28 26 24 24 17 18 17 18

Enjoyable to drive
Ease of Handling

Foreign cars are:
A lot/A
little better 36 34 27 28 28 26 21 20 19 20

Source: Roper Organiza ion, national, (1975: n - 2004); (1976: n - 2004);
(1977: n 2001); (1978: n 2002); (1979: n 2006 ; (1980: n -
2006); (1981: n 2003); (1982: n 2000) (1983: n 2000);
(1984: n 2000).

41.
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AMERICANS ARE ALSO DIVIDED IN THEIR PERCEPTIONS ABOUT THE QUALITY OF A14ERI
TELEVISTON SETS COMPARED TO FOREIGN MAKES.

***

Detailed Observation_

While Americans are divided about whether foreign cars are higher quality than
those built in the U.S., they are also divided about the quality of American
televisions compared to overseas brands.

Q:

T- LE -1

"I a- in o read a list roducts And industries. For each tell
if_ -ou _feel it is one for which. American brands a clea
is one for which overseas brands are a

"...Television- tv

May 1983

American best 50

Overseas as good or better 39

Don't know 11

Source: Gallup for Newsweek, hay 1983, national, n 915.
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FINDING_#9

IN ASSESSING THE QUALITY OF WaIOUS PRODUCTS, FACTORS OTHER THAII TECHNOLOGICAL
SUPERIORITY SEEM TO ACCOUNT FOR AMERICAN'S VIEWS. IN FACT, MOST PEOPLE DO NOT
FEEL THAT IMPORTED BRANDS ARE BETTER DESIGNED OR ENGINEERED. RATHER, THE
QUALITY OF JAPANESE AD OTHER FOREIGN-MADE PRODUCTS IS SEEN TO BE THE RESULT
OF KANAGEMENT PRACTICES, LowEn IABOR COSTS, PRICE, AND GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIES.

Detailed Observation

While most people say new technologies improve the qu-lity of consumer
products, they do not think better design or engineering is the main reason
for the high quality and overall,success of imported brands 5n U.S. markets.

TABLE #9-_1

"Some eo le sn the tntroduction of new echnolo-ies males consumer
products better, Other_people say the_introductien _of_new technologies
usually_ _causes _the sacrifice of some -oduct ualit Which of these
views is closer to your own

Jan./Feb. 1985

Improves quality 58

Lowers quality 13

Both 24

Don't know 6

Source: Cambridge Reports, Inc. , Jan./Feb. 1985, national, n 1430.

4 3
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"In_man °duct areas
American brands than the
some 'ossible reasons for th

or

TAME #9-2

d _brands are sellin- better
did -a ten earao Ia

e i.

-o n

39

ativ to
a read

-ach tell me if this is an im
reason for the siccess of_ imported _brands...

".-._Imported brands_are better_designed and better engineered

Yes, important
No
Don' know

May 1983

39
54
7

Source: Gallup for Newsweek, May 1983, national, n 915.

ortant

Detailed Observation

In fact, a majority of the public feels that the Japanese, though good at
developing their own products and technologies, do not have . better technology
than the U.S. Most people attribute Japan's success in U.S. markets to a
belief that Japanese companies are better managed and benefit from lower labor
costs, prices, and government subsidies.

TABLE #9-3

Q: As you know, a lot of products made in Japan, such as TV (television)
sets, VCR's (Video Cassette Recorders), computers, motorcycles, aos, and
others, are successfully sold in this country.) Now, do you think an
im ortant reason wh_ Ja_anese _roducts are c itive in the U.S. is
because_the Japanese have better_technology_or not

Is
Is Not
Not sure

March 1985

34
60
6

Source: Harris for Business Week, March 1985, national, n 1253.
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TABLE 09-4

Q: "Here are _some statements eo-le have madeabout Jasanese industr
. F-

each _tell me whether you agree or disagree..."

"...The Ja anese are -itrooclatct_y_g3inarynitatinothereole'_s
roducts and inventions but not much ood at develo'inL their own."

Agree

Disagree

Not sure

March_1932

31

63

5

Source: Harris for Asaiti Shimbun, March 1982, national, ii 1599.

TABLE 09-5

Q: Now do ou think an imsortani
competitive in the U.S. is because

"... Japanese_ com n es are better.mana ed_ or no

June 1984

Is 56

Is Not 34

Not sure 10

Source: Harris for Business Week, June 1984, national, n 1256.
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TABLE #9-6

ere have been times when other countries have been able to -ell their
han American made -oods. Here are

the reasons that have been given as to why this is .ossible. For
each one tell me whether ou think it is a reason or is not a reason or
whether you don't know if it is a reason

Labor costs are cheaper in other
countries.

Some countries sell
cheaply in the U.S.
their own countries
additional sales in

their goods more
than they do in
just to get
the U.S.

Some governments subsidize the
manufacturing of goods so that
production costs are lower.

Manufacturing and processing plants
in other countries are more modern
and efficient and produce things
more quickly.

Technology of manufacturing and
processing is more advanced in
other countries

Sept.JOct 1977

A Reason Not a Reason Don't know

92 4 4

57 24 20

53 24 23

18 68 14

13 73 14

Source: Roper Organization, Sept./Oct. 1977, national, 2004.

4 6
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FINDING #10

MANY PEOPLE SEEM TO BTY AMERICAN CARS BECAUSE THEY ARE AMERICAN MADE, NOT
BECAUSE AMERICAN CARS ARE FELN TO BE OF HIGHER QUALITY.

,*,,-****kkinhhHHnini4*

Detailed Observation

Of those planning to buy a car within the nex two
ma ority says they will buy an American made car because
no- because it is of better quality.

years, an overWhelming
erican made,

TABLE 10-1

do_you_tbink -ou- next car will definitel be an
American car robabl be a_-__-ierican car, probably b: a forein car,_or,
definitely be_a foreigrL car

May/
June

1981 1_980

June June June June June
1979 1978 1977 1976 1975

May/
June June June June
1984 1983 1982

Plan to buy a
car in next
year or two 29 22 21 22 22 23 23 24 22 22

Source: Roper Organization, national, (1975: n 2004); (1976: n - 2004);
(1977: n 2001); (1978: n - 2002 ); (1979: n 2006); (1980: n
2006); (1981: n - 2003); (1982: n - 2000); (1983: n 2000);
(1984: n - 2000).

4 7
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May/
June June

TABLE 10-2

June June June June JuneJune
May/
June June

1984 1983 1982 1981 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976 1975

It will be:*

Definitely American 53 52 52 57 52 52 67 58 71 67

Probably American ,20 19 19 14 19 17 18 17 14 14

Probably foreign 13 14 14 14 14 13 9 12 5 9

Definitely foreign 7 10 10 10 10 9 5 9 5 5

Don't know 7 5 5 5 5 9 5 4 5 5

TABLE_#10-3

"Do_ you planto buy _an American car because you think Amer4can
better than forei n pars _or becausem-ou ust efer to
products?'*

May/ May/
June June June June
1984 1983 1982 1981

Better 17 20 25 25

Prefer to buy American 58 73 67 63

Both or don't know 25 7 8 12

-e

bu American-made

*Note: These questions were asked to only those respondents who stated that
they probably will buy a car within the next year or two. Percentages
in both tables are for,this subsample only.

Source: Roper Organization, national, (1975: n
(1977: n 2001); (1978: n 2002); (1979:
2006); (1931: n 2003); (1982: n
(1984: n 2000).

4 8

2004); (1976: n 2004);
n 2006); (1980: n
2000); (1983: n 2000);
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Americans generally say that trade with Japan is "harmful" to the

U.S. economy. Yet most people tend to relect protectionist measures as a

remedy, favoring modernization and increased investment in technological

research and engineering as solutions to America's difficulty in competing

internationally.
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FINDING *11

THERE IS A GENERAL FEELLNG AMONG AMERICANS THAT TRADE WITH JAPAN DOES MORE
HARM THAW GOOD TO THE U.S. ECONOMY. HOWEVER, IN SPITE OF THIS rEELING,
AMERICANS GENERALLY FEEL THAT THE WAY TO INCREASE PROSPERITY AND REGAIN OUR
COMPETITIVE POSITION IS NOT THROUGH PROTECTIONISM BUT BY INCREASING
PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH MODERNIZATION, INCREASING ODR RELIANCE ON HIGH
TECHNOLOGY, AND, IMPORTANTLY, THROUGH BETTER ENGINEERING.

Detailed Observation

A solid majority of the public believes that cewetition from Japanese imports
does more harm to this country than good.

TABLE *11-1

"There has been a lot of talk lately about competition from Japanese-made
products and the amount of Japanese-made products being sold in the United
States, such as automobiles, steel, cameras, and high technology. 122y2u
think m o cm.etitlon from Ja'an does more harm than -cod to this
countr more ood than harm matter_one we or the other?"

Sept._1985 Jul- 19_85

More harm than good 56 60

More good than harm 23 20

Doesn't matter 19 17

It depends (vol.)

Not sure 2

Source: Harris, Sept. 1985 rational, n 1225, July 1985, national, n 1252.
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Detailed_Observation

A majority of the public rejects imposing protectionist measures in order to
increase prosperity or regain a competitive trading position. Rather, people
want American industry tn modernize and c.ompete.

TABLE_#11-2

"Wh_ch of _the following two_statem2yAl_mtmLLtjuLmIL2zia:!?"

May 1985

"U.S. automakers could develop better engineered
and better priced cars and don't need import
restrictions."

OR

"Import restrictions on Japanese cars are
necessary to protect the U.S. auto industry
and its workers."

59

31

Don't know/No answer 10

Source: Associated Press/Media General, May 1985, national, n 1402.
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TABLE 011-1

Q: "For these statements lease_tell me whether you_ str_liTg1yEIREtt,m2Eply
strongy

...We should continue to manufacture a wide variety
of products in the U.S. to avoid becoming dependent
on foreign companies."

1985
Strongly_Agree

62

...We should stop imports of foreign products when
they cause Americans to lose their jobs." 47

"...Our government should support American companies
that compete with foreign countries." 39

Source: Corporate Priorities Environmental Scan, Yankelovich, Skelly & White,
Inc. for AT&T 1985, national, n 2424 (16 years or older, including
99 college students living on campus).

52
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TABLE #1i4

"Here are three s e Lons. Which one do au think he U.S. should do to
correct this s on?" world
markets.)

"...Modernize uncompe
hold down wages,

OR

ive ndustries,
y to compete."

Increase trade barriers to keep foreign
p 'oducts out, even though other countries
may respond by keeping our products out of
their markets."

OR

.Get out of these industries and empha ize
high technology industries instead."

None (v-

Not sure (vol)

March 1983

52

22

17

*NOTE: Asked of registered voters who feel U.S. products cannot compete in
world markets any more (36% of total sample, n 363).

Source: Yankelovich, Skelly & Wh e/Timp Magazine, March 1983, national
registere:1 voters, n 1008.
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Detailed Observation

Both younger and older people say that future economic growth will depend more
on the development of high technology than on import restrictions or the
revitalization of old industries.

TABLE # 5

f ou had to choose _one, do you feel that future economic_growth will
come more from com uters and hi_b technolo revitalization of old
industries or_restrictions_ on imports_from abroad?"

June_1984

Ages 20-36 Ages 50-64

Computers and high teChnology 72 59

Revitalization of old industries 11 13

Restrictions on imports from abroad 15 20

None (vol) 6

Not sure 2

* . less than .5 percent

Source: Harris for Business Week, June 1984, national, n 1256. (Sample
sizes for each age group is unknown.)
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People favor business investment in technological research and

development and say this is an appropriate use of business profits. Large

numbers of Americans believe that businesses put too high a priority on

executive bonuses and "perks," and, as a result, people feel that companies do

not invest enough of their profits in essential research and development.
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FINDING #12

THE PUBLIC BELIEVES THAT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SHOULD BE HIGH ON THE LIST
OF COMMIT/ USES OF PROFITS. /ET PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT EXECUTIVE BONTSES &ND
DIVIDENDS HAVE A MITCH HIGHER ACTUAL PRIORITY.

Detailed Observation

More than nine out of ten say research and development is a justified use of
business profits. In fact, the public ranks only worker salary and benefit
increases as higher in importance, and a large majority feels that business
should significantly increase its contribution to colleges and untversities
for basic scientific and technological research.

T&RLE #12-1

Q: "Now let me read ou a number of thin:s comianios do ofits.
For each tell me
that com anies make or not.. "

...Ex-apdresearch_and develo ment to turn_out_new_ and better tiv.a4ty
product_

Feb. 1984

Justif_ed 94

Not justified 4

Not sure 2

Sou Harris for Business Week, Feb. 1984 national, n 1251.
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Q: "Which

TABLE *12-2

of these thins do ou think hould b

52

do mos
with_their profit money

Increase salarie enefits for their worke

Do research and development of new products and production

Contribute to charities/foundations

Pay dividends to stockholders

Expand their existing operations

Cover everyday operating costs of the company

Buy stock in other companies

Give bonuses to top executives

VOTE: Adds to more than 100% due to multiple responses.

Source: Roper Organization, June 19 national, n 2000.

TABLE *12-3

June 1983

64

methods 53

48

29

24

21

4

3

"I would like to read you a number of statements about the
of scientific and tec no og ca researc . or eac e 1
or disa ree. a o- S hco3; otatlot-lss1-1-oU.S. 1 L-reasehbyt_

_ _

the mone the ive to colle es and universities for ba
technological research.

Agree

Disagree

Not sure

Sept._ 1983

82

15

3

whole question
me if you agree
sizable amount
scientific and

Source: Harris for Southern New England Telephone, Sept. 1983, national, n
1256.

5 7
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Detailed_ Observation

However, most people think that, in fact, business expenditures for research
and development are a much lower priority than they should be. HAjorities say
business is more likely to use profits for executive bonuses or to pay
dividends to stockholders than to invest in research and development.

TABLE_#12-4

'There is a lot of talk in the news about profits made by big corporations
-- how they should be greater or smaller, how they should be used one way
or another, etc. Here is a list of things big corporations might do 'with
the profits they make. (Card shown respondent.) Keeping in mind that it
might vary somewhat from company to company, could you choose_ _the 2_ or
thin s -u feel bi : cororations do most with their one ?

June
1983

June
1979

Give bonuses to top executives 50 32

Pay dividends to stockholders 50 39

Expand their existing operations 41 41

Do research and development of new products
and production methods 37 42

Buy stock in other companies 34 25

Cover everyday operating costs of company 27 23

Contribute to chariti /foundations 15 18

Increase salaries enefits for their workers 11 23

Don't know 4

NOTE: Adds to more than 100% due to multiple responses.

Source: Roper Organization, national, (June 1983: n 2000); (June 1979: n
2006).
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TABLE 12-5,

Give bonuses to top executives

June 1983

What Business What Business
Should Do Actually Does
ith Profits_ With Profits

50

Pay dividends to stockholders 29 50

Expand their existing operations 24 41

Do research and development of new
products and production methods 53 37

Buy stock in other companies 4 34

Cover everyday operating costs 21 27

Contribute to charities/foundations 48 15

Increase workers' salari _/benefits 64 11

Don't know 3 4

NOTE: Adds to more than 100% due to multiple responses.

Source: Roper Organization, June 1983, national, n 2000.

5 9
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SECTION 6: TE C1OLOGY A1 THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Americans favor government support for technological R&D and say that

past government expenditures in this area have "paid off." In fact, a majority

favors increased government support of research, particularly at the college

and university level. Government leaders tend to reject a any national policy

that would restrict high technology exports, but large numbers among them say

that there should be some restrictions in this area.

60
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FINDIN 1

THE PUBLIC SAYS THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD ACTIVELY SUPPORT RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT IN HIGH TECKNOLOGY, SUPPORTING COOPERATIVE BUSINESS EFFORTS &NU
PROVIDING MORE FUNDING FOR ACADEMIC RESEARCH. IN L&RGE PART, THESE SENTIMENTS
ARE FUELED BY A BELIEF THAT FEDERAL SUPPORT IN THIS AREA HAS BEEN MONEY WELL
SPENT.

Detailed Observation

More than four citizens out of five say the federal government should play
actively support high technology research and development. Two out of three
say the government should encourage companies to work together on high
technology development.

MULE_#13-1

"Some people believe there are areas where the government just shouldn't
be involved and other areas where the government ought to play an
important role. For each of the fo1lowin tell me_whether ou _think the
government's role_ _ought _:to_ lbe very_active not _ac_tiye or _not at all
active."

.in supporting research and_development in high technology."

very acttve
acttve
not active
not active at all
don't know

Jan. 1985

18
63

12
3

4

Source: Public Policy Analysis for the Los Angeles Times (The New York Stock
Exchange and UCLA Graduate School of Management), Jan. 1985,
national, n 1014.
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TABLE *13-2

"The overnment should_encoura e com-anies to work to ether to develo
high _techoology_products, like the nex eneration of owerful com-uters
to enable_American firms to_compete better against theJapane

Strongly agre
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Don't know

Jan, 1985

15

68
14
2

2

e.

Source: Public Policy Analysis for the Los Angeles Times (The New York Stock
Exchange and UCLA Graduate School of Management), Jan. 1985,
national, n , 1014.

Detailed Observation

More than two out of three people say the federal government should
significantly increase the amount it gives to colleges and untversities for
basic scientific and technological research. And seven out of ten say that
government spending for high technology research has been "effective" or "very
effective" in achieving its goals.

TABLE 013-3

Q: "I would like _t43 read -ou a number statements about the whole uestion
of scientific _and technolo ical research. For each tell me
otdisagree...

.The Federal_Government should increase_by_a sizableamount the money
it_gives to colleges_and universities_for basic scientific and
technological research."

Agree
Disagree
Not sure

Sept. 1983

68
28

4

Source: Harris for Southern New England Telephone, Sept. 1983, national,
1256.
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TABLE #13-4

"For the moment please ignore whether the government should or should not
be involved in each area and tell me whether you think the government is

effective or ineffective in achieving its goals. In each casi,21.1!
11_me whether the Federal_ Government is v- effective effective

ineffective or not_effective at all..."

ortin- resnarcid develo _nenth_Igh teol_o-_ areas .

Very effective/effective

_Jan.u1985

71

Not effective/not at all
effective 17

Don't know 11

Source: Public Policy Analysis for the Los_Angeles Times, The New York Stock
Exchange and UCLA Graduate School of Management Jan. 1985, national,
n 1014.
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FINDING #14
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* *

IN THE 19705, HEALTH CARE, EDUCATION, AND ENERGY-RELATED RESEARCH WERE THE
PUBLIC'S PRIORITIES FOR FEDERALLY FUNDED SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH.

Detailed Observation

In the 1970s, most people said improving health care was the top priority for
government funded science and technology research. Developing and conserving
energy, improving education and reducing crime also ranked as high priorities.

WU #14-1
"I would like to calk with you about some of the things tax monies are
used for. Science_and teChn_011ELIILIUILSed toward solving problems
in many different areas Which areas on this list would ou most like to
receive scienc_e and chnolo fundin from our tax none

Oct. 1979 Sept, 1976_ July 1974 _May 1972
% Rank % Rank % Rank % Rank

Improving health care 50 (1) 57 (1) 69 (1) 65 (1)

Developing energy sources
and conserving energy 46 (2)

Improving education 39 (3) 33 (3)* 48 (4)* 41 (

Reducing crime 36 (4) 37 (2) 58 (2) 59

Developing/improving me-
thods for producing food 23 (5) 20 (6)

Reducing pollution 22 (6) 33 50 60 (2)

Developing/improving
national defense 16 (7)* 10 (10) 11 (10)*

Preventing/treating
drug addiction 16 (7)* 24 48 (4)* 51 (4)

Developing faster safer
public transportation 13 (9) 26 (7) 23 (7)

Improving auto safety 9 (10)* 15 (7) 29 (6) 38 (6)

Financing better birth
control methods 9 (10)* 10 (9) 18 (9) 20 (8)

Discovering new basic
knowledge about man
and nature 8 (12) 9 (11) 21 (8) 19 (9)

Exploring outer space 6 7 (12) 11 11 (10)*

Predicting/controlling
the weather 4 5 (13) 14 (10) 11 (10)*

Indicates tie in rank.

(1) Three areas were requested on the 1979 survey only.

Source: Institute for Survey Research, Temple University for the National
Science Foundation, Oct, 1979, national. n = 1635; Opinion Research
Corporation for tha National Science Foundation, national, Sept.,
1976: u = 2108; July/August, 1974 n = 2074; May 1972: n 2009.
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WHILE MOST LEADERS BELIEVE THERE SHOULD BE FEDERAL RESTRICTIONS ON HIGH
TECHNOLOGY EXTORTS, THEY PREFER A CASE BY CASE APPROACH RATHER THAN A NATIONAL
POLICY. THE PUBLIC GENERALLY IS UNDECIDED ABOUT THIS ISSUE.

Detailed Observation

Nearly three out of four government officials, public interest activists and
corporate executives say there should be export restrictions on specific
technologies. But majorities among all leadership groups support a
oese-by-case approach rather than a comprehensive national policy in this area.

TABLE 15-1

u o nion are there an saecific
companies that should be restricted with respec

echnolo ies

tc9PJ:_tE?

Ma

Government
OfficLals Media

1985

Public
Interes
Activists

Corporate
Executives

Yes, there should be res- ictions 72 52 76 77

No, there should be no restrictions 18 40 12 19

Not sure/no answer 10 5 12 4

Source: Corporate Priorities
Skelly & White, Inc.
85, media editors: n
corporate executives n

Environmental Scanning Service, Yankelovich,
for AT&T, May 1985, government officials: n -

- 25, public interest activists: n - 25,

60.

6 5
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TA #15

"Some leaders sa that the U.S. needs to set com- ehensive national_ olio
with regard to the exporting of technoloies . Other leaders feel that_ the
issue can_ on17 be dealt with on a case_b case basls _and still others
believe it would not be possible to control technology ex.orts in the
international marketplace._ What's your view?"

Government

May 1985

Public
interest Corporate

Officials Media Activists Executives

A comprehensive national policy 32 20 28 24

Case-by-case only 44 52 40 45

Not possible to control 18 24 16 28

Don't know 6 4 16

Source: Corporate Priorities Environmental Scanning Service, Yankelovich,
Skelly & White, Inc. for AT&T, May 1985, government officials: n
85, media editors: n 25, public interest activists: n 25,
corporate executives, n 60.
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Detailed Observation

Almost half of the public is uncertain whether federal export restrictions on
high technology products should exist.

TABLE #15-3

"The federal goven ent places restrictions on _the export of certain
roducts lIke some co .0 and :11- -chnolo c- i_onents -- because .

oducts fort wants to even fore- counTi rrom a -u h se
one reason _or _anothal As _4 waof Increasri 1J.S.exorts would ou
favor o- OP ose f n ex.ort -estrict-ons on these k nds o oduc_- "

Favor

Oppose

Don't know

Apra/May 1985_

33

21

46

Source: Cambridge Reports, Inc., Apri y 1985, national, n 1417.

6 7
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Americans generally support the development of the Strategic Defense

Initiative (SDI or "Star pars"), but support is thin and may reflect

confidence in the President and his judgment more than enthusiasm for the idea

itself. If this interpretation is correct, public opinion is potentially

volatile in this area.

The public's continuing support for the space program, however, is

clear, in spite of the recent tragedy with the space shuttle. Most people say

the accident was probably caused by an engineering or technological flaw, yet

even this did not shake public confidence in science and technology.
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FINDING #16

THE PUBLIC GENERALLY SUPPORTS DrVELOPMENT OF THE STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE.
EVIDENCE ALSO SUGGESTS THE PUBLIC THIYKS THE SYSTEM WILL WORK.

A

Detailed Observation

of Americans favors developing SDI.

TABLE #16-1

Q: "Taking all ehings into consideration, do you think the United States
should develop a strategic defense initiative -- Star Wars -- or not?"

Develop
Not Develop
Not Sure
Refused

Nov. 1985

58

30
11

Source: Los Angeles Times, Nov. 1985, national, n 2041

TABLE #16-2

"Supporters say such weapons (Star Wars or the Strategic Defense
Initiative) could guarantee protection of the United States from nuclear
attack and are worth whatever they cost. Opponents say such weapons will
not work, will increase the arms race, and that the research will cost
many billions of dollars. How about you: Would you say you_approve or
disapprove of plans to develop such pace-based weapons?"

Approve
Disapprove
Don't know/No Opinion

Nov. 1_986

55 41
38 53
6 5

Source; ABC News ashington Post, Nov. 1985, national, n 1507; July 1985,
national, n 1506.
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TABLE #16-3

"President Reagan has proposed develop ng a defensive system that would
destroy incoming Russian missiles before they reach the United States.
Some people say it might be difficult technologically, but we should try
to develop it. Other people say it would be impractical, expensive and
sounds like science ction. Do ou think we should tr to_ develo- the
system, or_not

Should
Should not
No opinion

April_1983

67
25
8

Source: CBS News/New York_Times, April 1983 national, n 1489.

Detailed Observation

Most Americans also believe that SDI couTd work, but that majority appears
be diminishing.

Q ;

TABLE #16-4

"Ronald Reagan has proposed developing a defensive nuclear system in
space that would destroy incoming missiles before they reach the United
States, a system some people call 'Star Wars.' Do you think such
system could work?"

Nov. 1985 Jan. 1985

Yes 58 62
No 27 23
Don't know/No answer 15 15

Source: CBS News/New York Times, Nov. 1985, national, n 1659; New York
Times/CBS News Foreign Policy Survey Jan. 1985, national, n 1525.

7 0
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FINDING #17

HOWEVER, CONCERNS ABOUT BOTH THE DEFICIT AND MILITARY COST-OVERRUNS LEAD MANY
TO QUESTION THE WISDOM OF SPENDING SO MUCH ON SDI AT THE PRESEW TIME. WHILE
THE EVIDENCE IS NOT CONCLUSIVE, AT LEAST SOME OF THE PUBLIC'S SUPPORT FOR SDI
SEEMS TO REFLECT CONFIDENCE IN THE PRESIDENT AND HIS JUDGMENT, RATHER THAN
ENDORSEMENT OF SDI AS A CONCEPT, AND THEREFORE SUPPORT FOR SDI KAY BE SUBJECT
TO CHANGE,

Detailed Observation

Nearly two out of three view the $26 billion earmarked for the development of
SDI as too much to spend, and the public is split on whether SDI is worth the
money it will cost to develop.

Q:

TABLE_#1771

"Although no one has yet estimated how much it will cost to develop Star
Wars, President Reagan has asked for a total of 26 billion dollars over
the next five years for 'research' on the strategic defense initiative,
considering___the current budget_ situation, would you say that's_too much
to__spend_on research:_or is_it about the right amount,or would you say
it isnenough7"

Nov. 1985

Too Much 59

About the Right Amount 27

Not Enough 7

Not Sure 7

Source: Los_Angele_sjimeq, Nov. 1985, national, n 2041.

71
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17-2

"Do 20u_ think this s stem "Star defense or defensive nuclear
s-stem in s ace that would destro incom iles before_ the
the Un ted States would be worth he amount of mone it would cos

Jan. 1985

Yes 40
No 46
Don't know/No Answer 14

source: CBS News/New York Times, Jan. 1985, national, n 1525.

ledObservation

Finally, while the evidence is not conclusive, key differences in question
wording suggest that at least some (and perhaps much) of the pUblies support
for the system reflects pUblic confidence in the President and hls judgment,
rather than a ringing endorsement of SDI as a concept. For example, when the
pUblic is asked about "laser-beam weapons in outerspace" with no mention of
either the President or SDI, their level of support is much lower. (Compare
the table below to Table #16-3.)

TABLE_#17-3

Q: "All in al ou favor ro ose s'endIn billinsof dollars for the
U.S to develoe2_12er-beam and article-beam ant -nuclear_ miss le
defense system inouter space and on the.,round?"

March 1985 April_1_983

Favor 39 36
Oppose 56 58
Not Sure 5 5

Source: Harris, Mardh 1985, national, n 1256, April 1983, national,
1250.
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FINDING #18

THE PUBLIC GENEIZALLY SUPPORTS CONTINUED SPACE EXPLORATION. HOWEVER, EVEN
IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE MOON LANDING, MOST QUESTIONED THE AMOUNT OF MONEY BEING
SPENT ON THE SPACE PROGRAM A}M SAID THIS WAS A PLACE TO CUT THE BUDGET.

Detailed_Observation

A majority of the public favors continuing tbe exploratIon of outer space.

TABLE #18-I

Q; "There are a number of things that have changed rather dra tically over
the past 20 years. Here is a list of some of them. Would you read down
that list and for each one tell me whether _-ou'd_ line to see continued
advances _and_ developments on it in the futurehethq_r_ycak_think we've
one as_farras we should on it now or whether we've alread -one too far
on it now..."

.exploratonof space."

Aug. 1981

Would 1 k- continued advances 57

Gone as far as should 26

Gone too far now 12

Don't __o 5

Source: Roper Organization, Aug. 1981, national, n 2000. (Subpopulation:
'Y' half of sample, n 1 000.)
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Detailed Observation

However, even Immediately after the first moon landing in July 1968, only a
minority wanted to increase spending in this area, and a majority said it was
their first choice for federal budget cuts, ahead of welfare benefits, aid to
cities, military defense and subsidies to farmers.

T.

Q: "The United States is now spending many billions of dollars on space
research. Do ou hink we ahould Increase these funds kee hem the same
or reduce these funds

Increase
Keep same
Reduce
No opinion

Jan.
1969

14

June
1965

16
41 42
40
5 9

Source: Gallup, Jan. 1969, national, n 1503; June 1965, na onal, n 3536.

Q:

TABLE '18-3

"There_ has been much discussion about_attem tin to land a man on the
lanet Mars. How would -ou feel about uch an atte_. -would ou favor or

o e the U _ited States seit n as de mone for such a . o ec

Favor
Oppose
No opinion

July 1969

39

53

8

Sou ce: Gallup, July 1969, national, n 1555.
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TABLE #1874

"Now here is a list of things the Federal Government currently spends
money on. If -e etto h- :iint where _we have _tp cut -overnmen
ex enses in which o or three of those areas:do -ou think the
should be made7"

May 1978

Space exploration 51

Welfare benefits 38

Aid to big cities 35

Military defense 18

Subsidies to farmers 17

NOTE: Adds to more than 100% due to multiple responses.

Source: Roper Organization for H & R Block, May 1978, national, n 2007.
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FINDING 019

AN OVERWHELMING MAJORITY OF THE PUBLIC REGARDS THE SPACE SHUTTLE AS A MAJOR
TECHNOLOGICAL "BREAKTHROUGH" ANTI WORTH THE MONEY SPENT ON ITS DEVELOPMEWT.

* *

Detailed Observation

Subsequent to its first launching, almost eight out of ten individuals said
the development of the space shuttle was a major breakthrough for U.S.
technology. A clear majority felt that it was worth the "several" billion
dollars the government spent on its development.

Q: "Do you feel the recent
then e tin it back
or U.S. echno and

TABLE 019-1

success of_launchi_
-o a safe landin-

know-ho
breakthrough

A major breakthrough
A minor breakthrough
Not much of a breakthrough
Not sure

the U.S. ace shu
on earhwasaaobeakthrou h

a no breakthrou h o no uch of a

a and

Hay_1981

76
13
10

Source: Harris 981, national, n 1250.

Q: "It could OS a U.

TABLE 019-2

overnment sev-
otent a o he a shu le ove
u feel th s siace . o am s wor

do you think it is not worth it7"
do

Wor h
Not worth it
Not sure

a

the nex
end n hat amount_o

billion dollars to develp the
ars All n _all

Sour e: Harris, May 1981, national, n 1250.

76

a y 1981

63
33

4

-one-
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FINDING 020

PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE STEMS, IN PART, FROM PERCEPTIONS ABOUT
LIKELY BENEFITS ON EARTH, INCLUDING SCIEWTIFIC AND MILITARY APPLICATIONS.

AkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAMAAAA AA AAAA*

De ailed Observation

Majorities believe there will be numerous practical military and scientific
applications as a result of space shuttle flights.

TABU *201

"There_are a number of practical uses that the s-ace shuttle sml_myyls
by takink as_ many._ as 400 flights into s ace and back over the next
several ears. Tell me if in_-ou- ud en- --ach use I read off to -ou
would be ant
at all

Ma 1981
Very Somewhat Not Very Not

Important Important Important Sure

...Developing a military capability
in space beyond what the Russians
are doing." 68 20 10 2

...Doing scientific research on metals,
chemicals, and living cells in space." 55 27 16 2

Source: Harris, May 1981, national, n - 1250.

7 7
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PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM REMAINS STRONG, EVEN AIM THE
JANUARY EXTLOSION. SOLID MAJORITIES SAY TRE ORIGINAL FLIGHT SCHEDULE SHOULD
BE RESUMED, AND SUPPORT FOR FUNDING HAS NOT DECLINED.

Detailed Observation

Polls taken after the space shuttle explosion reveal strong support for
continuing the program. Solid majorities believe that the program is worth
its costs and risks, and that the original flight schedule should be resumed.

TABLE #2171

(Exact question wording not available

Support space shuttle program
Oppose space shuttle program
No opinion

Jan. 1986

79

16
5

Source: ABC News, Jan. 28, 1986, national, n 507.

TABLE #21_-2

"Given the costs and risks involved in space explore ion,_ do you think
the space shuttle is worth continuing or not?"

Worth continuing
Not worth continuing
No opinion

Jan, _1886

SO
14
6

Source: New York TimesjCBS News, Jan. 30 31, 1986, national, n 1120.

78
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TA.BM #21- 3

"Assumip,g an investi a ion o
incident can be avoided would

e its ori inal schedule should
all together?"

tie shuttle ex losion shows that a similar
ou feel ha he shut e o: a should

it be cut back or should it be ended

Resume
Be cut back
End
Don't know

Jan. 1956

73
16
6

5

Source: USA_Today, Jan 29, 1986, national, n 808.

Detailed Observation

The public's view about funding for the space shuttle program remains at about
the same level after the recent explosion as before the accident.

TABU #21-4

"I'm going to read you two statements and ask you which_one comes closest
to ex ressing your views -- the_first or the second:

1 The Challen e- disaster leads -e to believe we should _reduce the_
amount we are s.endin pn he s ace shuttle o ram.

Or

2 Des.ite the Challen,er disaster I _think we should kee- the level
s e,pding :_or _Ow space shuttle program essentially as

_it is.

Keep spending as is
Reduce spending
Don't know

J. 1986

69
25

6

Source: Roper Organization for U.S. News & World Re ort, Jan. 29-30, 1986,
national, n 1003.
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TABLE*21-5

"Are we s endin too much mone too little mone o-
amount of mane on s ace ex.lorationi

_

Too much
Just about right
Too little
No opinion

Jan.
1986

March
1982

75

the rih

April
1981

40 42 36
37 27 37
12 18 18
11 13 10

Source: New York limes/CBS News, Jan. 30-31, 1986, national, n 1120.
(Surveys conducted in the other years approximate this sample size.)

"Should the amount of mon
increased ke t cur

Increased
Current levels
Decreased
Ended
Don't know

Source: Gallup for
sample size

Q: "Would
kee

u be

TABU #2176

decre -ed _nded a 1 -o ethe

(After Shuttle
Accident)
Jan._1986

26
50
14
5

5

Feb.
19_84

21
48
23
5

3

Newsweek, Jan 29.-30, 1986, national, 533. .(The
for the 1984 survey was not available.)

1 in

TABLE *21-7

to -a more in tax as necessa
e spaco shutt

Willing
Unwilling
Depends (vol.)
No opinion

program_going?

Jan. 1986

46
42
9

Source: New_York Times/CBS News, Jan 30-31, 1986, na

8 0

nal, n in 1120.

otdc- to
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Detailed Observation

A majori:_ of the pUblic does not believe there bas been too ouch emphasis on
manned space flights, but rather that the balance between manned and unmanned
flights has been."about r a

TABLE #21-8

Q: "Do ou think the U.S. has been u _n toes.much -m-hasis_on the manned
h s like the s ace shuttle roram and not enou h on

unmanned s ace flighta _likes the Voyager probe_of the other -lanets or
ou think the balance is about rillt7"

Too much emphasis on manned flights
Balance is about right
No Opinion

Jan. 1986

16

72

12

Source: New York Tinna/CBS News, Jan. 30-31, 1986, national, n 1120.

Q: "Some people sa
missions _like
a manned s- ace ro

TABLE #2179

the United States should concentrate on unmanned
hers sa it is im ortant to maj.ntain

ram as well Which comes closer to our v e

Jan._1986

Manned 67
Unmanned 21
Don't know 12

Source: Gallup for Newsweek, Jan. 29-30, 1986, national, n 533.

81
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FINDING _022

WHILE MOST PEOPLE THINK A TECHNOLOGICAL OR ENGINEERING FLAW CAUSED THE SHUTTLE
ACCIDENT, CONFIDENCE IN SCIENCE AND TECKNOLOGY WAS NOT SHAKEN BY THE ACCIDENT.
PEOPLE SAY TWAT THE SHUTTLE ACCIDENT IS FART OF THE PRICE UM MTST PAY TO
EXPLORE OUTER SPACE.

Detailed Observation

Almost half of the public thinks the cause of the space shuttle accident was
related to technology or engineering -- construction/maintenance or computer
failure.

"Vila; is_your best
Was it oor decisions b-
maintenance or sabota

TABLE #22-1

uess about what caused thes.
NASA leaders or ainistake

e or corn.uter failure or was

Jan. 1986

Construction and maintenance 38

Computer failure

Sabotage 6

Poor decision by NASA leaders

Something elsq 28

No ppinion/Don't know 17

10

ace ghuttle ex lesion?
construction_and

sometg;--else?"

Source: New York Times BS News, Jan. 30-31, 1986, national,

8 2

1120.
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Detailed Observation

More than half the public say their confidence in science and technology was
high before the accident, and only about six percent said it was "low." Eight
in ten say their faith in science and technology is the same as it was before
the tragedy, and only a small minority say their faLth has been "shaken."

Q:

TABLE #22-2

"Before _the_accident, was _your confidence in_ ence and
technoloica rather low, _mewhere in
between?"

Confidence was high

Jan, 1936

54

Confidence was somewhere
in between 40

Rather low/don't know 6

Source: Roper Organization for U.S. News& World Re ort, Jan. 9-30, 1986,
national, n 1003.

TABLE #22-3

Q: "Does this week's space shuttle accident shake your faith in sciene.e_and
technology or Is_your degree of confidence in science and technology _the
same now_as it was before the accident?"

"My faith in science and
technology is the same as
it was before"

"My faith in science and
technology has been shaken"

Don't know

Jan. 1986

80

16

4

Source: Roper Organization for U.S. News 6, World Report, Jan. 29-30, 1986,
national, n 1003.
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Detailed Observation

While most people say an accident like the ihuttle explosion was eventually
'bound to happen,' a solid majority feels that these deaths are part of "the
price we must pay for the exploration and mastery of space.

TABLE #22-4

(Exact question wording not available)

Expected such a calamity to happen

Jan.1986

46

Repeated U.S. successes in space meant that
a tragedy like this probably wouldn't happen 45

Don't know 9

Source: Roper Organization for U.S. News & World Re o t, Jan. 29-30, 1986,
national, n 1003.

Q:

TABLE *22-5

"Re ardless of what_ ou think about what hA
Tuesday._ do ypu think_something like _this was
s ace shuttle sooner or later?"

Bound to happen
Not bound to happen
No opinion

n. 1986

68
22
10

ened on
bound

he s.ace shuttle on

Source: New York Time CBS News, Jan. 30-31, 1996, national, n 1120.

he
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"I'm_ _going to read
to ex-re- in

TABLE_#22-

ou two statements and ask

80

ou hich one come close
he firs -r -h second:

1.The ihuttle deaths ehe Challen
re rettable disaste nevertheless a ce we

PALf2Ithq_firIgSTATASILLDAMAELEELaf!PAE."

Or

from the_ Challen
ce to for the ex orat on and master o

2. The shuttle deaths resultin
an unacce table
space.

er accident wert

Jan. 1986

A price we must pay 73

An unacceptable price 22

Don't know 5

Source: Roper Organ zation for U.S. News & World Re ort, Jan. 29-30, 1986,
national, n 1003.
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FINDINC_*23

THE PUBLIC'S CURSENT VIEWS ABOUT THE SPACE PR
INTENSE PATRIOTIC AND EMOTIONAL REACTIONS.

81

Y BE DEEPLY COLORED BY

Detailed Observation

Almo t a third of the &bile said the space shuttle crash upset them more than
two other recent tragedies -- the December military crash in Newfoundland and
the 1983 terrorist bombing of the Marine barracks in Lebanon.

TABLE *23-1

Q: 9hich of these three rece he o

1. The October 198

2. anuar

rrorist bombn of the Marine ba- acks in Lebanon.

Or

a e shut le crash ki 1 n all aboa d.

Or

The December 1985_plane crash killing 248_.military_personnel in
Newfoundland."

Jan 1986

The Marine barracks bombing 34

The space shuttle crash

The military crash in Newfoundland 24

32

Source: Roper Organization for U.S. News 6. World Re.ort, Jan. 29-30,
1986, national, n 1003.
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SE ION 8: VIEWS OF TE

Part Technolo General l.a

Americans have great faith that technology can solve pressing

national problems Lnd they believe that technology has generally improved the

quality of life. At the same time, people are aware of at least some of the

risks of technology, and eheir positive view of technology is hot based on

what might be called "blind optimism."

Part 2..; Technology's Impact_ on Jobs

In the workplace, people say technology has made many jobs safer and

increased productivity; but Americans are uncertain whether technology creates

more jobs than it takes away. In spite of their unease, however, people oppose

laws that would limit the ability of business to make technological changes in

the workplace.

Part 3: Social Control of Technology

About the desirability of controls over technology, public opinion is

distinctly mixed. People oppose controls that would restrict the development

of useful new .technology, yet they are concerned about new threats to public

safety.

Part 4: Public Awe eness and Potential for Involvement

The public is moderately interested in scientific and technological matters,

and feels that their basic understanding of these issues is "adequate."

Further, people say that scientific and technological development is an area

where they do not have enough information to make informed judgments or

decisions.

R7
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THE PUBLIC
HARM AND
SUGGESTING
THAN A FEW

83

Part I: Technolo General Impact

FINDING_#24

GENERALLY BELIEVES THAT SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DO MORE GOOD TRW
HAVE CHANGED LIFE FOR THE BETTER. HOWYVER, THERE IS EVIDENCE
THAT SLIGHTLY SMALLER NUMBERS OF AMIMICANS HOLD THIS VIEW TODAY
YEARS AGO.

Detailed Observation

A large maJorIty consistently says science and technology do more good than
harm; however, pUblic sentiment, which had been increasing from 1972 to 1983,
has declined rather sharply in the past two years. Singe the public is most
aware of technological advances in the field of medicine, one explanation for
this fluctuation is that the first successful artificial heart transplant
occurred in December 1982. While the public's initial reaction was
enthusiastic, more racent concerns about cost and effectiveness may have have
affected their view.

: "Overall,_ would
harm more her

ou sa- tha

TABLE #24-1

ence_ and :echno o do more -d than
_an ood or about the same amoun

Jan
Feb-
1985

Jan
Fab
1984

t

Jan
Feb1
1983

Jan
Feb
1982

Sept2
1976

July2
1974

may2

1972
4 i t t ft t

More good 58 63 73 62 , 52 57 54

About the same of each 32 27 21 26 37 31 31

More harm 5 5 3 6 4 2 4

Don't know 5 5 3 7 7 10 11

1 Sburce: Cambridge Reports, Inc. Jan./Feb. 1985, national, n 1430. The
Jan./Feb. 1984 through 1982 surveys also were national and
approximated the 1985 sample size.

2 Sour e: Opinion Research Corporation for the National Science Foundation,
national, (Sept. 1976: n 2108); (July/Aug. 1974: n 2074);
(May 1972: n 2209).
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1
TABLE #24-2

Q: "All in all, if you had to say, inthe past do ou think science and
technology did moregop_d_slEmharm for the human race o- more harm than
good?

Sep. 1983

More good than harm 83
More harm than good 14
Neither (vol)
Not sure 2

Source: Harris for Southern New England Telephone, Sept. 1983, national, n
1256.

Detailed Observation

In general, a large majority of Americans believes that science and technology
have changed life for the better. However, there is some evidence suggesting a
decline in the number of people holding this view (from about 70 yarcent in
the 1970s to about 55 percent in the mid-1980s). It is unclear whether this
trend indicates a real shift in public opinion or if it is merely the result
of different question wording.

TABLE#24-3

Q: "Advancing technology has resulted in a number of changes in our way of
life--some good, some nOt so good. On the one hand we have such things as
color television, pocket calculators, micro-wave ovens and whole new
industries. On the other hand we have such things as people thrown out of
work as machines take over:their jobs, electronic eavesdropping devices,
atomic bombs, and more pollution in the air. All thtn s considered do
ou hink life .:_better_toda_ _than50 years a-o because of advanced
tfchnolo--orv_stdifferent_7-.no better or no -orse?

Dec. 1983

Life is better today 55
Life is worse today 15
Just different--no better, no worse 27

Dec 1978

59

19
22

Source: Roper, national, (Dec. 1983: n 2000); ec. 1978: n 1997
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"Have se nee and eehnolo-

85

TABLE #24-4

cha d life for the better_or for the orse?"

Sept. July May
1976 1974 1972

Better 71 75 70
Worse 7 5 8
Both 12 11 11
Neither/No Effect/No op nion 10 9 11

Source: Opinion Research Corporatien for the National Science Foundation,
national, (Sept. 1976: n 2108); (July 1974; n 2074); (May
1972: n ... 2209).

Detailed Observation

Whatever the trend, however, the pUblic's faithN in technology is
considerable. As recently as 1982, about three Americans in four said that
technological breakthroughs will solve many (or all) of the country's
problems.

TABLE 4-5

9.1pst ppblerns _ved by a-- 1 -in- pere end better technology."

Agree

Disagree

Don't know

1982

77

21

2

Source: Research and Forecasts, Inc. for the Continental Group, 1982,
national, n 1310. (Published in Science Indicators 1982, The
National Science Board, Washington, DC).

9 0
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FINDING #25

BOTH LEADERS AND THE PUBLIC HAVE LONG FELT THAT TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
INVOLVES RISKS, BUT THEY HAVE DIFFERENT VIEWS ABOUT THEIR NATURE AND EXTENT --
WITH THE PUBLIC SAYING TECHNOLOGY'S RISKS ARE GREATER, AND BUSINESS LEADERS IN
PARTICULAR SAYING THAT RISKS HAVE BEEN EXAGGERATEX, BY EVENTS.

Detailed Observation

Even in the 1970s, When their feelings about technology may have been more
positive than they are today, most Americans Said that science and technology
caused a substantial amount (but not most) of our problems. In fact, most
people felt that "we've only seen the tip of the iceberg with regard to the
rAsks associated with modern technology," but leaders tended to disagree with
thig view. Many more business leaders than the public felt events sueh as the
Three Mile Island and Love Canal episodes cause technological risk to be
exaggerated.

TAhLE #25-1

"Do ou feel that science and -hnolo have caused_most of our oblems
some_of our problems, few of_ourproblems, or none of our_problems

Most of our problems

Some of our problems

Few of our problems

None of our problems

Sept. 1976 Julv/Aug._1974 May_1972.

6 6 7

45 50 48

28 29 27

14

Source: Opinion Research Corporation for the National Science Foundation,
national, (Sept. 1976: n 2108 ); (July/Aug. 1974: n 2074); (May
1972: n 2209).
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Q: "As a
future

87

TABLE__025-2

eneral indication _of_ xpur _vIeWAALLALIALtIIESITTIaPATLAL_Sh!
tell yne whether ou tend to a- ee or_disa rea_ with the followin

statements..."

(Number of respondents)

Dec 1979

...Society has only perceived
the tip of the iceberg
with regard to the risks
associated with modern
technology."

Public Executives Lenders
(1413q)

Congress Regulators
(47)_

Agree 62 19 20 47 38

Disagree 28 78 71 51 60

"...The risks associated with
advanced technology have
been exaggerated by events
such as Three Mile Island
and Love Canal."

Agree

Disagree

53 88 84

40 11 14

55 47

38 149

Source: Harris for March and McLennon, Dec. 1979/March 1980, national. (See
the number in parentheses for the sample size of each group.)
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FINDING #26

THE PUBLIC'S SUPPORT FOR DEVELOPING NEW TECHNOLOGY RESTS, IN LARGE PART, ON
THE PERCEPTION THAT SCIENCE ABM TECHNOLOGY, AND TECHNOLOGICAL KNOW-HOW ARE
LARGELY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE HIGH STANDARD OF LIVING IN THE U.S.

** 144-11-*****-A

Detailed ObservatIon

Solid majorities agree that science and technology are responsible for both
our high standard of living and the key to raising it still further.

TABLE *26-1

Q: "Technc1agica1 _know-how_is1arge1 responsible for our standard of livin-
in_the United States."

Oct. 1979
Strongly Strongly No
_Agree Agree Disagree Diskgree alnial

%

24 63 8 11 4

Source: Institute for Survey Research for the National Science Foundation,
Oet. 1979, national, n 1635.

TABLE #26-_2

"Throu h se _nce and technolo we can continue to raise our standard

Agree
Disagree
Don't know

1982_

80
18
3

Source: Research and Forecasts, Inc. for the Continental Group, 1982,
national, n 131C. (Published in Seience_Indicators_1982, The
National Science Board, Washington, DC).
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FINDING_#27

89

BUT PARALLELING THEIR FEELING THAT TECHNOLOGY IS NOT RISK-FREE IS THE PUBLIC'S
SENSE THAT THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW TECHNOLOGY HAS BOTH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE
EFFECTS ON THEIR LIVES.

Detailed Observation

A clear majority of the pUblic perceives scientific and technological
developments as having, both positive and negative impacts. Science and
technology have, in people's view, helped malrA the U.S. prosperous, productive
and militarily strong, and also had a positive effect on efficiency, leisure
time and personal growth. On the other hand, a majority feels they have
contributed to materialism, waste and an impersonal society.

TABLE #27-1

Q: "Now 'd like ou --o ehink back_ over the changss_from scientific and
technological developmen s e've uct been talkin- about. In
far as ou e-aonall a e concerned do ou th nk these chan
a_positive effectnegative effect, or not much effect either way on...!

es will have

Oct. 1979

.Your ability to do things

Positive
Effect

Negative
Effect_

Not Much
Effect

Not
Sure

better and wore efficiently." 65 23 10 2

Providing you with more
leisure time." 58 29 11 2

.Your personal growth
and development." 51 34 14

Source: Harris for Southern New England Telephone, Sept. 19 na ional,
1256.
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TABLE_#27-2

"Do -ou a_ree that scientific research and technolo ical develo ment..

...Are necessary to keep the country

Nov. 1977
A ree Dissuee N t Sure

prosperous." 92 4 4

"...Are the only way te, clean up air
And water pollut! 69 20 11

..Are the main factors in increasing
productivity 69 16 15

...Make people want to acquire more
possessions rather than enjoying
nonmaterial experiences." 65 22

.,Are the real basis of our military
strength." 64 21 15

"...Will eventually mean a four-day
workweek." 62 21 17

..Make everything bigger and more
impersonal." 56 20 14

"...Tend to overproduce products, and
this is wasteful." 52 36 12

Source Harris, Nov. 1977, nationa n 1520.
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***lc***

Pa Techn 10 lace

FINDING #28

IN GENERAL, PEOPLE FEEL TRAT NEW TECHNOLOGY IN TM WORKPlACE HAS IMPROVED JOB
SAFETY, INCREASED PRODUCTIVIYY, AND CREATED MORE JOB OPPORTUNITIES.

Detailed Observation

Majorities feel that new tedbnology has reduced health hazards on the Job and
increased both productivity and job opportunities.

TATI.E #28-I

Q: "Now, here are some chan that ate taking place or are likely to take
place in plants and manufactuing. Fo-_each _tell me Lf ou think that it
ill make ihin s a lot better somewha tbtter somewhat worse ora lot

worse

.Installation of h -h technology.t.Till enable workers to increase their
P124H.C.CJvX."

Sept,_ 1983
%

A lot better 51
Somewhat better 40
Somewhat worse 4
A lot worse 2
Not sure 3

Source: Harris for Southern New England Talephone, Sept. 1983, national, n
1256.
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TABLE *2872

"Now" I'd like yuto think back over thechan es from scientific and
technolpsUaLd_evelopments welze just been talking about. In _general, as
far- as:z you personally are concerned,_00 you_think these chan es will have
a -ositive effect a ne-ative effect or not much effect either way on..."

"...Reducing the risks of health
hazards on the job."

.0pening up more job
opportunities."

P05 i.tive

Effect

Se 19E
Negative Not Much Not
Effect Effect Sure

60 28 8 4

52 20 25

Source: Harris for Southern New England Telephone, Sept. 1983, national,
1256.

7
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FINDING *29

HOWEVER, THE runic IS OF TWO MINDS ABOUT WHETHER THE NET Et hCT OF TECHNOLOGY
WILL INCREASE OR DECR-AESE THE NUMBER OF JOBS. AMONG UNION LEADERS, A MAJORITY
BELIEVES TECHNOLOGY CREATES MORE JOBS THAN IT TAKES AWAY.

**AAJLAA**AA AlkkA***************

Dets lied Observation

While the public is uncertain about the impact of technology on the number of
jobs in the economy, evidence suggests that union leaders see technology's net
impact as positive.

"Some

TABU_*29-1

sa- that scien
unemi_o ent be_aus
ar ue that while some obs ma
.tREInglEgIcal changes increase the total number of
run. Which view is closer to the uth?"

and technolo ical chan es cause
are replaced bv_machine___. Others

be lost in s ecific areas scientific and
obs over the lon

Jan./Feb. Jan./Feb.
1985 1984

45
35
20

Increases Number of Jobs 35
Decreases Number of Jobs 45
Don't know 20

Jan./Feb. Jan./Feb
198 1982

42 39
40 39
19 22

Source: Cambridge Reports, Inc., Jan. Feb. 1985, national, n - 1430. The
Jan./Feb. 1984 through 1982 surveys also were national and
approximated the 1985 sample size.

TABLE *2972

Q: "Do advances in technology and automation in the U.S. cause
lobs, an increase_injAphayg_2.1n/_little effect

Sept. 1983

A loss of jobs 44
An increase of jobs 17
Very little effect 30
No opinion 9

Source: Audits and Surveys for the _Merit Report, Sept. 1983, national, n
1205.
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Q:

WM*

TABLE 29-3

"In the fu ure auto ation will change
want to keap working"

Agree .

No strong opinion
Disagree

May/June
197

56
26
16

Source: YenkeIovich, Skelly & White, Inc. , for the American Council of Life
Insurance, May/June 1978, nationa n 1508.
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FINDING *30

HOWEVER, IN SPITE OF THEIR FEELING THAT TECHNOLOGY MAY DECREASE THE NUMBER OF
JOBS, THE Punic OPPOSES LAWS TO IJMIT TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN THE WORKPLACE.

Detailed Observ tion

Almost two out of three oppose laws that would limit the ability of business
and industry to make technological changes in the workplace.

TABLE *30-1

"Do ou favor or o..ose laws that would limit the ability of_business and

industr-tPIT'ak-e"cI"Ia11"int-he--w"1ace ?

Favor

Oppose

Don''- know

Jan./Feb. Jan./Feb.
1985 1983

26 21

56 60

18 19

Source: Cambridge Reports, Inc., Jan./Fob. 1985, national, n 1430. The
Jan./Feb. 1983 survey also was national and approximated the 1985
sample size.

1 0 0
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FINDING

96

SINCE THE FT8LT(7, HAS RL1R EEN "TOO MUCH TECHNOLOGY" AS A MAJOR CAUSE OF
TODAY'S PRO3L7-1'. . prop

In a ten
list of major

O._ TER EMPHASIS ON TECHNOLOGICAL DEMME:ET_

De edObservation

o nruch technology consistently was rated low on din
nt problems.

TABLE #311

"Now here is a list of possible causes of some of our problems it thin
country. (Card shown respondent ) Would you call off the ones you think
are the ma or causes of our problems today?"

A letdown in moral values

Permissiveness in the courts

Too much commitment to other natIons ii
the world

Oct.

1983
rank

1

2

Feb.
1979
rank

1

4*

6

Feb.
1977
rank

1

3

7

Oct.
1975

Oct.

1974
Oct.

1973

rank

8

rank
3

5

4

rank
4

5*

Wrongdoing in government 4 4* 4* 1

Selfishness, people not thinking
of others 2 2 6 5* 1*

Permissiveness of parents 6 7 4* 7 7* 7

Too much emphasis on money/materialism 7 8 6 8 7* 6

Lack of good leadership 8 2* 8 2 2 4

Radical attempts to force change 9 9 9 9 9 9

Too much technology 10 10 10 19 10 N*
Growing conservatism 11* 11* 12 12 11 N*

Zoo little interest in other nations
in the world 11* 11* 11 11 12 10*

* Indicates tie in rank

Source: Roper Organization, national, tOct. 1983: n 2004); (Feb. 1979: n
2004); (Feb. 1977: n 2004); (Oct 1975: n 2007); (Oct. 1974: n
1998); (Oct. 1973: n 1263).

01
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A soliO
development.
educated.

ty
This

bedled Observatiorma

of the pliblie welcomes mor=e emphasis on technological
vlew iS bAd even nore st=rongly by those who are better

MBLE *3

"Here is a li- of various dmges in our w-
place in the near futurc Please tell
1-jaRnwilether vou think it mild be a
you mind?"

ore e -hasis -h- city

of life that might take
e for each one if it were to

a bad thin or don't

lo

Good
Bad
Don't mind
Don't know

Source: Gallup for Applied
national, n 1729.

Q: "Here
ou_welcome

e so

..T74.n. 1981

67
10
21
2

Research in the Apo4sto1a Jan./Dec. 1981,

TABLE *31-

social ehan hich h -c

ese or rot?

. More e has

Total Sample:

Educational Level:

Grade School
High School
College

Source: Gallup, Apri

n techno al im.rovement sEs

Welcome

75

59
78
78

No=
Welome

Cft

977, national, n 1523.

102

n com41 years. Would

Don't
Know

13

28
11
7
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FINDING #32

LEADERS OPPOSE SCGIETAI, C0CDNTROL OF TECHITOLOGICAL DEVELOPMEITT, BUT THE PUBLIC
HAS MIXED FEELIN S.MILE SA.MYING THE DEVELOP'S/4T OF NEW TECHNOLOGY SHOULD BE
UNREGTLATED WHERE'VE POSSIRE3IE, MAJORITIES ALSO SAY THAT UNLESS DEVELOPMMIT IS
RESTRAINED, WSW SAILITWLL,LI, BE JEOPARDIZED. THE PUBLIC'S AIGIVAENCE AROUT
THIS ISSUE INDICATESMAT PU143LIC OPINION IS NOT 'WORZED THROUGH.'

Ddtailed Observa

A majority of the public simultaneously says that whenever possible, the
development of adveged teclowsology should be as unregulated and that unless
technological developeot 12_3 restrained, the future safety of our society will
be jeopardized. Amg leadmiers, large majorities of corporate executives,
investorm/lenders andgaverroneeent officials say that technological development
should be unitihibitedin all a: respects.

Q:

future leae tdi Lie her
statements

TABIZ_#32-1

_sk techn lo and the
ree with the followin

"...Develo merit of advanced eaechno should cont nue in as uninhibited
re ulato envitment

1979 a ch 1980Dec.

Pub6olic
Corporate
Executives

tvestors/
Lenders Congress

Federal
Regulators

(Number of respende _072_ (47)

Agree E.1758

_(402)

91 90 77 66

Disagree 21?4 8 9 23 30

Not sUre 8 1 4

Source: liarris

number
for March AzAnd McLennon, Dec. 1979 arch 1980, nat onal. See
t parentheses : for the sample size for each sub-group.
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TABLE 2-2

eneral indication of _ou_
lease e me whethe-

.Unless technolo
pur soci

(Number of respondents)

Agree
Disagree
Not sure

cal develo.meni
be eoiardizecI

Dc

on risk technolo
ee or disa-ree with

Public
(1 488)

56
39
6

Corporate
Executives

(402)

94
1

99

ained the overall safs
can n the ilex

1979/March 1980
Investors/
Lenders Congress
(104)_

6

93
1

23
74

Federal
Regulators

(47)

21
77

Sour e: Harris for March and McLennon, Dec. 1979/March 1980, national. See
nuMber in parefitheses for the sample size for each sub-group.

1n4
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Part * Pal Awareness and Potential for Involvement
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FINDING #33

THE PUBLIC IS MODEJIATEUI INTERESTED IN NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY; THOSE WHO ARE BEST EDUCATED EXPRESS THE GREATEST INTEREST.

Detailed Observation

A majority of the public is interested in scientific and technolo
matters, and those with more education are even more interested.'

TABLE_#33-1

Q: "How much interest do vou_actua l have _II scientific and technolo ical
matters -- are -ou v- interes
uninterested or not interested at all?"

Very interested

Somewhat interested

Rather uninterested

somewha

Sept...1983

30

57

Not interested at all 5

nterested rather

Source: Harris for Southern New England Telephone, Sept. 1983, national, n
1256.
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TABU # -2

"Ase_mia_xer intlEeEleAmattly_interested or not at all interested
in:

979
derately ot At All

"...New scientific discoveri s " 36 49 15

"...The use of new inventions
and technologies." 33 51 15

New scientific discoveries

Less than high school 28 48 33

High school graduate 36 55 12

Some college/college graduate 48 4& 4

New inventions echnolo ies

Less than high school 22 47 33

High school graduate 33 55 12

Some college/college graduate 44 50 7

Sou e: Imsti ute for Survey Research Temple University for the National
Science Foundation, Oct. 1979, national, n 1635.
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FINDING *34

.MOST AMERICANS FEEL TWAT THEIR-BASIC 1INDERSTARDING OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGYIS AT LEAST "ADEQUATE.°
HOWEVER,,THE PUBLIC DOES NOT FEEL WELL INFORMED ABOUTSCIMIFIC 'ALIV-TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES, AND MIR OF FIVE SNY CITIZENS IN GENERALARE TOO Poony INFOWMED TO HELP SET GOALS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.

Detailed Observation

Most people believe that their basic understanding of science and technologyis "adequate;" only one is four says he has a °very good" understanding ofthese areas.

TABLE 014-1

ur own basic understandth of science and

5gpt.

Very good

_983

24

Adequate 59

Poor
16

Not sure 1

Source: Harris for Southern New England Telephone, Sept. 1983, national, n1256.
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Detailed Observation

Whleabout half the public believe they are wznoderate1y " informed aboutissues involving mew technology and innovation, four in ten say they are."poorly" informed. Even Among people with at least some college education,only: 15 Pardent -say they are "very° informed. In addition, more than four infive feel that-most citizens are not well enough informed to help set goalsfor Scientific research or to decide which new technologies should bedeveloped.

TASLE *34-2

ygurseif
informed orpoorly informed about this rea?"

ssues about he use of new nventions and techno

Oct 1979
Poorly

Informed
Moderately
Informed

Very
Informed

4
Total Sampl.e:

39 50 10

Education Level:

Less than high school
52 34

High school graduate
42 50

Some college/college graduate 25 60 14

.Isaues about new scientific d scover es."

Oc_t. 1979
FOOrly Ebderately Very
Informed Informed Informed

Total Sam le:
37 52 10

Education Level:

Less thari htg school 56 37 5

High school graduate
37 54

Some college/college graduate 23 61 15

Source: Institute for Survey Research Temple University for the NationalScience Foundation, Oct. 1979, na ional, n 1635.
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TABLE #347_3

'GeneraUy you say that most citizens are
informed or not well enou h informed...?"

104

Oct -979
Yes No Don't Know

"...To help set goals for scientific research." 11

enough

...To decide which new technologies should
be developed."

86

12 85

Source: Institute for Survey Research, Temple UnIversity for the National
Science Foundation, Oct. 1979, nat onal, n 1635.
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FIN1)ING #35

THOSE WHO ARE MORE INTUESTED IN AND KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY ARE MOM LIKELY TO BECOME INVOLVED IN SCIENTIFIC OR TECHNOLOGICAL
CONTROVERSIES. MOST PEOPLE'S RELUCTANCE TO GET INVOLVED DOES NOT STEM FROM
FEELINGS OF POWERLESSNESS; RATHER, MOST SAY THEY WOULD NOT GET INVOLVED
BECAUSE THEY DO NOT KNOW ENOUGH ABOUT THE ISSUE.

Detailed Observation

Compared to the public as a whole, almost twice as many among those with
greater interest in and knowledge of science and technology would become
involved in a controversy about nuclear power plants and space exploration.
However, both groups would be more likely to become invo1ved in a nuclear
power plant controversy (that is, a contraversy that was more familiar).

TALE #35-1

"I would de_ n tel taken an act

.Yuclear power plants,"

bout..

Oct. 1979

$

Attentives* Non7Attentives* Total

39 21 24

_Space exploration." 12 6 7

* Note: Individuals were classified as attentive to science and
technology if they scored high on measures of interest in
science and knowledge and awareness of technology.

Source: National Opinion Research Center/Institute for Survey Research,
Temple University for the National Science Foundation, Oct. 1979,
national, (Attentives: n 301); (Non-Attentives: n 1334); (Total:
n 1635).
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Detailed Observation

In controversies surrounding space exploration &nd nuclear power plants,
majorities say their main reason for not getting involved is the feeling that
they do not know enough about the issue. Feelings of powerless -- which often
keep people from becoming involved in other issues -- are not the primary
reason for their reluctance to get involved in contraversies about science and
technology.

TABLE #35-2

not Wantin Telce an Active Par eeific Issue Controversies,

(Exact question wording is not available.)

(n .r 1068)

Space
Exploration
Controversy

%*

(n . 627)

Nuclear
'Plant

Controversy
%*

do-_'t know enough about the issue 69 59

It wouldn't do any good 30 32

wouldn't know who to contact 22 15

I have too many other things t- do 19 19

Someone else would probably express
my views 15 19

ould not affect me personally 14 10

Percents are based on those who said they would not participate, not on
the entire sample (See parentheses for sample sizes of each controversy.)
Multiple responses were accepted so that the percentages add to more than
100.

Source: National Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago/Institute for
Survey Research Temple University for the National Science
Foundation, Oct. 1979, national, n 1635.
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